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Gardner Denver Oy
Seeing the future,
showing the way

ENDURO® air ends - Designed to be
the leader and showing the way

Motivated staff and state of art
manufacturing methods are keys
to success

We never compromise on quality

For all purposes, for all conditions
– we support our Customers in
their goals

High-quality materials combined
with technical know-how produces
optimal results

Customer's needs are our primary
objective

Gardner Denver Group is an international leader in producing
industrial compressors, air ends and related components.
Our goal is to deliver smart and durable compressed air
solutions for your complex needs. We have gained our position
as a leader in the compressor world by working purposefully
for improving our products, techniques and customer service
in every scale.

In Finland at Gardner Denver Oy we have developed a unique
product, the ENDURO® air end, for compressing air and other
gases in the most efficient way. Hundreds of thousands of
ENDURO® air ends are in operation worldwide, proving that
the heart of our air ends can stand the test of time, also in
your applications. Producing smart ENDURO® air ends by
using ecologically compatible working methods is also our
concern.

One of our most important assets in ensuring the leading
position within the business field is our staff. We believe that
a friendly and inspiring atmosphere can lead to best results.
We provide opportunities for all our staff to further develop
their skills, with the aim of making Gardner Denver Oy an
enjoyable and satisfactory place to work. These factors are a
direct benefit to you as our customer.

Company and
Staff
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ENDURO® air ends - Designed to be the leader and showing the way

Design and
Research

Durability and efficiency of ENDURO® air ends are a result of

our continuous engineering and manufacturing work during

several decades. Based on our long experience in the field,

we are familiar with all challenging industrial conditions in

which compressed air is needed.

As a balance of our experience and knowledge of technology,
product development is of primary importance for us. Thus,
we are continuously improving and testing our air ends. State
of art design methods, such as Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) -flow analyses and Finite Element Method (FEM), are
used in ascertaining that ENDURO® air ends are as efficient
and durable as possible.

In the heart of all ENDURO® air ends, there are two rotors that
create compressed air. We are particularly proud of the design
and functioning of Gardner Denver rotors, which are a result
of the successful design work of our engineers who developed
our own rotor profile.

Designed for efficiency over the widest speed range in the
industry, ENDURO® air ends create more air using less power
than competitive products. Thus, you can be sure you have
minimized the largest cost component of producing
compressed air - energy cost.
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The ENDURO® air end design is based on a new rotor profile
and lobe combination, which is the result of long experience
of screw compressor performance, new computer aided design
methods and utilization of modern production technology.

Optimized production flow and modern machines, such as
several Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS) and profile
grinding, enables manufacturing of our air ends to be smart
and efficient. FMS is the most modern way of controlling the
production of air ends and taking the full use of the latest
technical development.

By using best available resources and suppliers, making use
of the most-recent technology applications, with a highly
educated and committed workforce, we can guarantee the
best results.

Production

Motivated staff
and state of art
manufacturing
methods are
keys to success

Manufacturing the ENDURO® air ends for your complex needs

is a long and carefully monitored process. There are several

production phases in which ENDURO® air ends are inspected

and approved by skilled staff. Our quality assurance and

awareness is the essence for manufacturing strong and

efficient ENDURO® air ends.
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In Gardner Denver Oy, we put a lot of emphasis in production,
testing and monitoring the quality of our air ends. In
ascertaining the optimal quality of the production of rotors,
for instance, we have recently invested in grinding-machines,
such as profile grinders. Rotors, which are the heart of all
ENDURO® air ends, are measured most accurately by the latest
computer-aided machines.

The quality of air end components are monitored by using
highly accurate 3D measuring equipment in a climate
controlled room. All assembled air ends must pass test run,
test benches record the performance values, which are checked
against given specifications. By analysing test results, we
intensively aim at improving quality of our products and
minimizing the number of defective components. We know
that without experience, observation and measurement quality
cannot be controlled. On the basis of this knowledge, we
challenge ourselves to aim for optimal results.

Quality

We never
compromise on
quality

ENDURO® air ends, manufactured by using modern technology,

have set new standards for air end endurance and efficiency.

With over forty years’ experience, we know the great variety

of conditions in which air and gas ends are used. We also

know that our customers will not settle for the second best.
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Today most customers use ENDURO® air ends in their industrial
air compressor packages. However, when ENDURO® air ends
were designed, endurance in demanding mobile applications
was one of the underlined engineering targets, as well as
efficiency and maintainability. The driver for this was rock
drilling applications that we have been heavily involved with.
Naturally this has benefited all Customers who use ENDURO®

air ends in their applications. We can proudly state that all
Gardner Denver Oy air ends are suitable for continuous 24/7
running.

In numerous cases ENDURO® air ends are also used for mobile
applications, such as defence and aerospace instrumentation,
in utility vehicles, in under hood compressor kits for service
cars, in train and metro brake systems, in portable diesel or
hydraulic driven compressors, in fire trucks on their CAFS
units. Our strong customer support from engineering
department has made this possible.

ENDURO® air ends are utilised also on natural gas fields even
in artic conditions, on compressors which compress gas from
lower pressure to the pipeline. Though these gas ends do
have modified bearings and some other different components
(no yellow metals used), the air end itself is our standard
ENDURO®.  One more proof of ENDURO® air ends durability
in most severe conditions, which will assure extremely long
life time in industrial air compressor packages.

Many may wonder how we name ENDURO® air ends – we have
purpose for all we do, also for numbering. It represents
displacement of the air end during one rotation, for ENDURO®

3 it is about 0,3 litres/rev. and for ENDURO® 175 about 17,5
litres/rev. This is to help you to roughly size the air end needed
for your application.

Gardner Denver Oy has a wide variety of OEM kits for our
customers. These include receiver tanks, intake valves and
filter assemblies. We are especially proud of the superior
“Zero Loss” intake valve, which is practically service free and
superior to its competitors in terms of pressure losses. Those
are available to our OEM customers with air ends.

ENDURO®

stands for
Endurance

For all purposes,
for all conditions

– we support
Customers in

their goals

ENDURO® 3 air end, the smallest of our air ends, is designed
as compact as possible. It is engineered to be an optimal air
end for small size belt-driven compressors. Its bearing and
pulley design is optimized and unique. This minimizes the
radial load to bearings from belt tension. The efficiency rate
of this air end is the highest of its size. Excellent specific
power consumption of this air end is in direct benefit to
you as the user. The profile and lobe combination of the
ENDURO® 3 is optimized for minimal leakage.

If you need to produce moderate volumes of compressed air
as energy-efficiently as possible, this is the air end for you.
If the weight is an issue to you, this air end is also available
with an aluminium casing that gives 30% less weight than
standard one.

ENDURO® 3 air end
From 4 kW up to
15 kW shaft power

Air

End

Type:

3

Suitable

Motor

kW:

4-15

Capacity

Range

m3/min:

0.5-2.3

Maximum

Speed

RPM:

10 000

Displ.

Volume

l/rev:

0.263

Ø

mm:

74

Weight

kg:

15.2

Lobe

combination:

5/6
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ENDURO® 6, 12 and 25 are designed to be versatile. These air
ends are available for both direct and gear driven compressors
and either direct coupled or belt driven compressors. Some
of these air ends have special options for power-transmission-
outlet (PTO). In addition, the ENDURO® 12 is available with
twin shaft configuration, when for instance, cooler fan can be
mounted at one end, with the air end driven from the other.

These air ends are used mainly in medium-sized compressors.
Low power consumption, optimal lobe combination of
ENDURO® 6, 12 and 25 enable definite savings in energy costs
combined with excellent durability. All these air ends are
equipped with special labyrinth type dust seal to protect the
shaft seal in dusty environments.

ENDURO® 6 and 12 and
25 air ends
From 8 kW up to
75 kW shaft power

When you need to produce large volumes of compressed air,
ENDURO® 75 is the right choice. Though ENDURO® 75 air end
is small in size it is a durable component with optimal output.
This air end has versatile options for usage: it can be used
both in direct or belt driven compressors and it is also available
with gear driven option. ENDURO® 75 is particularly easy to
use, as it can be equipped with discharge port silencer. This
air end is equipped with a special labyrinth type dust seal to
protect shaft seal in dusty environments. Having been
designed for extremely heavy usage and for long operation
hours, you can expect high operation-time of this air end.

ENDURO® 75 air end
From 75 kW up to
215 kW shaft power

Air

End

Type:

6

Suitable

Motor

kW:

7.5-30

Capacity

Range

m3/min:

0.9-4.3

Maximum

Speed

RPM:

8 000

Displ.

Volume

l/rev:

0.601

Ø

mm:

96

Weight

kg:

31

Lobe

combination:

4/5

Air

End

Type:

12

Suitable

Motor

kW:

15-45

Capacity

Range

m3/min:

1.7-7.2

Maximum

Speed

RPM:

6 500

Displ.

Volume

l/rev:

1.22

Ø

mm:

120

Weight

kg:

56

Lobe

combination:

4/5

Air

End

Type:

25

Suitable

Motor

kW:

22-75

Capacity

Range

m3/min:

2.7-13

Maximum

Speed

RPM:

5 500

Displ.

Volume

l/rev:

2.50

Ø

mm:

155

Weight

kg:

112

Lobe

combination:

4/5

Air

End

Type:

75

Suitable

Motor

kW:

37-200

Capacity

Range

m3/min:

5.3-30

Maximum

Speed

RPM:

4 300

Displ.

Volume

l/rev:

7.5013

Ø

mm:

225

Weight

kg:

308

Lobe

combination:

4/5
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Most recent member of our ENDURO® family is a result of
continuous product development and the efficient usage of
modern technology and innovative thinking. Technical
solutions applied for the design of this air end have produced
the highest efficiency rate in the market. Smart design of this
component ensures maximum benefits for your advantage.

ENDURO® 175 air end has revolutionary design where all
connection ports (inlet, oil injection, and discharge) are on
the topside, which has been welcomed by our Customers
worldwide. This configuration makes assembling of the piping
in the compressor package easy, and pressure losses are
reduced. Efficiency is further improved by moving the gear
box to the discharge end of the air end 175, which ensures
the intake air is as cool as possible.

ENDURO® 175 air end has a revolutionary split case design.
The casing is divided into two equal size parts, joined together
with two o-ring sealing. This technique has greatly improved
machine accuracy of the housing.

ENDURO® 175 air end can be used in both direct driven and
gear option compressor packages. The lobe combination of
this air end is accurate. This compact and energy-saving
solution improves opportunities for you to assemble a
compressor for your personal needs.

ENDURO® 175 air end
From 132 kW up to
315 kW shaft power

Air end 321 is the biggest and most proven of our air ends in
production. Over the years, it has assured the users around
the world that its air delivery and durability is superior.

Air end 321 is ideal for producing compressed air continuously
without shut-downs. This particular air end is proof of the
quality of our products: the longest operating time for it is
over 200 000 hours. Its design so versatile it can be used in
compressors with direct or gear options. The manufacturing
and design of this air end is optimal for demanding use within
heavy industry as its running speed is low. Air end 321 intake
port is designed as wide as possible in order to minimize inlet
flow losses. All these solutions improve efficiency and
maximize the lifetime of this air end. If the need for compressed
air production is massive, but you also want to save in energy
costs, 321 air end is the answer.

DM 321 and
GM321 air end
From 200 kW up to
500 kW shaft powerAir

End

Type:

175

Suitable

Motor

kW:

90-315

Capacity

Range

m3/min:

9.0-44

Maximum

Speed

RPM:

2 800

Displ.

Volume

l/rev:

17.2

Ø

mm:

280

Weight

kg:

760

Lobe

combination:

4/6

Air

End

Type:

D321

Suitable

Motor

kW:

200-500

Capacity

Range

m3/min:

11-73

Maximum

Speed

RPM:

3 000

Displ.

Volume

l/rev:

26.6

Ø

mm:

321.3

Weight

kg:

1080

Lobe

combination:

4/6
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High-quality
materials
combined with
technical know-
how produces
optimal results

All ENDURO® air ends have been put together using as few

components as possible to achieve the best efficiency rates.

For maximising the compressed air output for your needs,

we have managed to minimize leakages.

For example, O-ring seals, made of high-quality

Viton® rubber, are used inside all air ends.

Our unique bearing configuration is designed with two
separate bearings: one taking axial loads, the other radial
loads. This gives long bearing life for air ends, even in most
severe conditions. Drive-end bearings are over-sized to give
long bearing lifetime even with highest belt loads. To prevent
oil leakages from air ends, we use lip-sealing for the shaft.
To protect the lip-seal, a special labyrinth type dust seal is
mounted in front of it.

Our trademark is the unique design of rotor profiles. Our
ENDURO® profile design solution ensures maximum efficiency.
Carefully ground rotors generate optimal output. As a
combination of our technical superiority, plus the use of the
most durable resources and smart design, our air ends are
highly qualified to meet your complex needs.

Engineering
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Customer's needs are our primary objective

With longstanding experience in the field, we ensure the
quality of our services. Customer and after-sale services are
an important part of Gardner Denver Oy functions. Our
customer-oriented work ethic is in direct benefit of you as our
customer. For example, our OEM customers can choose the
most suitable air ends for compressor packages by using the
ENDURO® Selector program.

Also, we guarantee competent and fast replacement of air
end parts, so that you can work as efficiently as possible
without delays. Gardner Denver Oy offers replacement service,
which means that you will have a new product while the old
one is in repair. Most Gardner Denver air ends can be re-
manufactured, which makes our products long-lasting and
ecological. Fluent service and prompt replies are a matter of
honour for us.

The design of the ENDURO® air ends makes maintenance easy
ensuring minimal downtime. Wearing parts are also easy to
change with correct tools.

Customer
Service,
Sales,
After-sales,
Service


